
This third-generation, family-owned Swedish company fuses 
flooring with the creativity of fashion, art, architecture, and 
interior design. Their products offer the beauty of woven textiles 
with the benefits of resilient indoor and outdoor flooring, wall 
coverings, and area rugs. Bolon is distributed through sales 
partnerships that ensure consistent delivery around the world.

bolon.com

ConSet A/S was founded 20 years ago in Denmark and expanded 
to the United States 10 years later. Over the years, they’ve 
remained dedicated to making electric height-adjustable desk 
frames that are accessible to everyone. Their commitment to 
quality and affordability has made them a leader in the industry.  
With competitive pricing and significant local stock, Conset is an 
excellent dealer commodity.

conset.us

EcoDomo recycled leathers offer performance and applications 
comparable to wood veneer or laminate. Suitable for floors, 
cabinetry, staircases and countertops, EcoDomo® leathers 
enable designers to expand the uses of leather across interiors 
like no other product. Specify in confidence with EcoDomo’s full 
fabrication services available with any material.

Ecodomo.com 

Technology is the foundation of Concertex’s approach to 
product design and development. Today the line has expanded 
to include six product categories; Textiles, Coated Fabrics, 
Wallcovering, Wall Tiles, Outdoor, and Acoustic Solutions. With 
a unique, talented team of designers, Concertex’s strength is in 
the design studio. 

concertex.com

Founded in 1903, Cortina Leathers is the premier source of 
quality leathers for the interior design community worldwide. 
Combining the timeless artistry of European tanneries with the 
speed & scale of U.S. manufacturing, Cortina provides designers 
limitless possibilities when it comes to custom beautiful leathers 
for any project specification.

cortinaleathers.com

Since 1971, Heller has worked with some of the world’s 
finest designers. Heller products are beautiful and timeless. 
Used by leading architects for museums, offices, and 
restaurants as well as homes. Perfect for indoors and 
outdoors. Manufactured in the USA. Recyclable. Industrially 
produced and ready to ship.

hellerinc.com

Hi5 manufactures tables for commercial spaces and specializes in 
making “custom” a standard way of doing business. Their mission 
is to provide solution-oriented products coupled with outstanding 
service. Hi5’s offering includes tables for classroom, training, 
hospitality, lounge, and collaboration spaces.   As a proud Kansas 
City, US based manufacturer, Hi5 is woman owned, and on most 
major contracts including GSA, MAPT, and TIPS.
hi5furniture.com

INFINIUM is a family-owned turnkey manufacturer of premium 
interior glass wall systems designed to transform your space. 
They have perfected the balance of clean, contemporary 
aesthetics and superior acoustics. Engineered to order direct 
from their Cleveland headquarters, INFINIUM offers best-in-class 
lead times of 5-6 weeks from right here in the USA.
infiniumwalls.com
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Nauns is a New Jersey based distributor of contemporary 
contract furnishings and accessories from around the world.  
Nauns is an excellent choice for hospitality and contract interiors 
with limited budgets and also carries a significant local stock.   
Nuans has exclusive distribution rights in the United States for:  
B&T, Kollektiff, Prostoria, TOOU, and True Design.   

nuansdesign.com

Lord Fabrik offers bio-based wall coverings and upholstery 
solutions to the industry. Its Peace Collection offers a cotton 
alternative to vinyl. Made in America, this high-performance 
sustainable cotton fabric is free of PVC or Red List chemicals and 
finished with a Defend® specialty finish. 

lordfabrik.com

Metropolitan West is a full-service company, combining top-of-
the-line window films and wall coverings with expert installation 
and creative solutions for businesses. Their mission is to provide 
the best products the industry has to offer, making their clients’ 
surroundings more beautiful, comfortable, and environmentally 
friendly.

metwest.com

Amish Craftsmen come from a long lineage of artisans that 
understand the definition of quality. Their talents have been 
passed down through generations to create objects of the 
Mantra Inspired Furniture ideas. This craftsmanship translates to 
timeless designs of everlasting tables and casegoods.

mantrainspiredfurniture.com

MIRAN incorporates the expertise and resources of Harbor 
Retail’s 70 year history of enhancing the retail experience for 
brands and retailers around the country. Their team is charged 
with taking the complexities out of concepts and designs and 
creating simple, intuitive commercial products that solve 
problems beautifully, thoughtfully, sustainably, and with the 
highest levels of craftsmanship.

miranspaces.com

Designed for beauty and longevity, Parador Modular ONE sets a 
new standard for innovation in flooring technology. Utilizing 
rapidly renewable resources, Parador Modular ONE meets the 
highest level of healthy living initiatives. Ecological wood 
construction with super natural performance make it the ideal 
flooring material to bring warmth and authenticity to any space.

paradormodularone.com

Carefully crafted and artistically arranged, NappaTile provides 
beautiful wall motifs to interior spaces. Launched in 2013, 
NappaTile set out to create artistic solutions that craved luxury 
and demanded durability. With the lavish appearance of real 
leather, and the strength and performance of faux leather, 
NappaTile delivers luxurious wall art.

nappatile.com

Nathan Allan Glass is the world’s leading manufacturer of kiln-
formed glass, thick glass, cast glass, and architectural textured 
glass products. They have produced hand-crafted architectural 
glass and decorative glass products since 1986. Working with 
high-end interior designers and architects, the company creates, 
ships, and installs its glass globally.

nathanallan.com
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Zgo Technologies award-winning products help to optimize the 
computing experience by enhancing user comfort, increasing 
desk performance and improving overall office aesthetics while 
using today’s technology in the most effective way. Zgo’s
patented side panels can be customized to include any logo, 
design, photography, color or words, which creates inspiring 
new design opportunities.

zgotechnologies.com

Scandinavian Spaces offers an exclusive portfolio of over 1,000 
products. The eclectic collection of interior solutions 
accommodates projects both large and small. Carefully curated, 
this line of authentic designs comes from industry leaders 
including Blå Station, Götessons, Karl Andersson & Söner, Lintex, 
Materia, Minus Tio, Nordgröna, Skandiform and TreCe.

scandinavianspaces.com

Wellborn + Wright is a manufacturer passionate about quality 
materials and exquisite craftsmanship. Wellborn + Wright 
custom builds steel fenestration systems to fill any architectural 
and designer needs. From clean sightlines and energy efficiency, 
to unique product specifications and timeless aesthetic, W+W 
offers a wide variety of functions, styles, and colors that define 
the most sophisticated commercial spaces.

wellbornwright.com


